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the most intricate and perplexed of any that has occupied the attention
of lawyers and courts, one on which scarcely any writers are found
entirely to agree, and on which it is rare to find one consistent with
himself throughout. We know of no matter in jurisprudence so un-
settled, or none that should more teach men distrust of their own
opinions and charity for those of others.'
This is not a flattering epitaph upon a doctrine that had been
developed by a series of eminent jurists with ingenuity and
enthusiasm over a period of five hundred years.
theory of Savigny,
great German jurist, Savigny, made a decisive break The theory
with all former approaches to the subject in his book on the°^real
Conflict of Laws published in I849,1 in which he maintained seat of
that it was possible to construct a system of private international
law common to all civilized nations, a theory that has been
revived in recent years by an eminent American jurist.2 Savigny
derived little satisfaction from what had already been done. He
dismissed the statute theory as being both incomplete and
ambiguous and he denied the inference drawn by Huber from
territorial sovereignty that a judge must apply his own law
exclusively except in the case of rights already vested under
some foreign law.
- 'This principle', he said, 'leads into a complete circle; for we can
only know what are vested rights, if we know beforehand by what local
law we are to decide as to their complete acquisition.^
Savigny advocated a more scientific method. The problem, in
his view, is not to classify laws according to their object, but to
discover for every legal relation that local law to which in its
proper nature it belongs. Each legal relation has its natural
eat in a particular local law^and it is that law which must be
applied when it differs from the law of the forum.4 The prin-
cipal determinants of this natural seat are:
The dornicil of a person affected by the legal relation.
The place where a thing, which is the object of a legal relation, is
situated.
The place where a juridical act is done.
The place where a tribunal sits.5
1	This was the final volume of his System of Modern Roman Law* It was
translated into English by William Guthrie in 1 869, and it is this translation that
will be referred to in the following pages.
2	P. C. Jessup, Transnational Law (1956).
3	Savigny, Outline's translation, pp. 102-3.
4	Savigny, op. cit, p. 89.	s Ibid*, p. 96.

